1.The Adventure Begins
Come and meet the key people involved in

2. Specification & Food

4. Men of Discovery

7. Heroes of the Ice and
Discovery’s Ocean Odyssey

the planning of the 1901-04 British National
Antarctic Expedition. Each of the six
characters takes it in turn to tell you their

The technology of the ship’s construction can be studied from the

Here you can view some of the men’s original artefacts and

cut-away models on display. Why was wood chosen to build

their history. Can you find Scott’s original protective goggles? Why

Discovery continued with her career after her return from Antarctica

Discovery when most shipbuilders were using steel?

would he need to protect his eyes? Did you know the pedals of the

in 1904. Her exploits, until she was laid up in 1931, act as an

harmonium are ‘mouse proof’? What did the crew do for fun? What

historical insight into many aspects of these forgotten years -

would it be like to be away from home for 3 years? Would you miss

international trade, the First World War, whaling surveys and a final

your family and friends? How would over 40 men from a variety of

return to Antarctica with the BANZAR Expedition. From 1931 to

backgrounds get along together in such harsh conditions? Have a

1979 Discovery helped to train Sea Scouts and the Royal Naval

look yourselves. There are interactive touchscreens and a large

Reserve. In 1986 she returned to Dundee, back to where her epic

screen video which are worth investigating further. All have

story began.

role.This was a well-planned expedition with
a very specific scientific purpose.

All the food taken on board Discovery was tinned, dried, bottled or
pickled. The men often moaned that it was tasteless and
boring. Mustard was used to give food flavour. On
sledging expeditions the men took rations look at the pictures of their ration
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allowances per person per day.
Does this look like a healthy
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something to tell of the individuals that made up the crew of
Discovery and their personal stories.

8. Ship Ahoy

5. Film
The Last Place on Earth: Discovering Antarctica.

Before stepping out onto the quayside, pupils can learn about

diet?

3.The Shipyard

Discovery’s final return to Dundee and the constant work carried out
to maintain and preserve her for generations to come. Look at the

Skilled Dundee shipbuilders
were chosen to build the

Learn more about Antarctica and the heroes who set out to explore
this vast, unforgiving landscape.

9. Polarama

Discovery because of their
long tradition of

cut-away plan of Discovery - it will help with the tour of the ship.

6. Scientific Research & Exploration
After leaving the ship your group enters the world of Polarama. Here

constructing strong,
The reason Scott and his men went to Antarctica was for scientific

you’ll find facts and figures as well as hands-on exhibits all about the

ships. Discovery was

research. People knew very little about Antarctica before the

vast continent of Antarctica.

the first vessel to be

Discovery expedition. In November 1902, Scott,Wilson and

How many times would Great Britain fit inside Antarctica?

Shackleton set off to cross the great ice barrier. They only turned

Which species of penguin dives the deepest?

dependable whaling

designed specifically for
scientific research in polar
regions. It only took a year to
build; this wasn’t long for a vessel

back after their health began to suffer. They travelled 950 miles in 93
days. It was further South than any man before them.
What would you have liked to have researched - the wildlife,

with such a high specification.

the land, the weather or the ocean? What would your job title

It is interesting to see the ship under

be? The work of these scientists was ground-breaking and changed

construction and to compare its skeleton to

our understanding of Antarctica forever.

that of a whale or even our own. Many of the
tools and their uses have histories going back hundreds of years and
are a part of our maritime and industrial heritage. Compare the
tools used by the Discovery shipbuilders with tools we see today. It
was all handcrafted; no power tools in those days!

For further information about our education programme, including workshops and special events, please contact:
...Continued on back page

Education and Community Outreach Officer, Discovery Point, Dundee DD1 4XA
Telephone: 01382 309060

email: education@dundeeheritage.co.uk

TEACHER’S GUIDE
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Start

Below Deck

Questions for discussion are included in the text, which can be used to engage pupils
before, during or after a visit to Discovery Point. Some questions are open-ended, to
get pupils thinking imaginatively; the answers to others may be found in the exhibition
or from the guide on the ship.

1.The Bow

5. Cuddies

Discovery is a 3 masted barque built using the traditional Dundee

The 2 deck houses or cuddies were toilets - why two toilets? Not

whaler as a basis for its design. Discovery is built from more than

ladies and gents (females are bad luck at sea!), but officers and

20 different types of timber. She is 53 metres long and 10 metres

crew; one for 11 officers and the other for the 36 crewmen.
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6. Along the Main Deck
Discovery has no portholes on the side of the hull because they
the ice. Note the brass ventilators all along the main deck. These

12.The Coal Bunker

give light and air to the spaces below. These were named ‘ankle
The sheep were a source of food. The meat could be hung from

bashers’ by the crew - can you think why? Take a good look at

the rigging which acted as a freezer and preserved the meat. 45

the rigging and up to the crow's nest.

A bunker is just a name for a fuel store. Discovery’s bunkers held
350 tons of coal. Note the coal chutes above.The main mast
comes through the deck here and sits on the keel or back-bone of
the ship. Note that the mast is no longer circular but octagonal, so
its flat sides can help hold it securely in position. The ballast you
can see below the glass panel in the floor helps to evenly distribute
the weight of the ship. Remember 3.5 metres of Discovery is under
water.You might want to point out that you are about that much
below water now!

sheep were gifted to the crew following a stopover in New
Zealand. The crates on the quayside show examples of the types

7. Crow’s Nest

of things they would have taken on their voyage. Fully loaded,
Discovery weighed nearly 1,600 tons (1,452 metric tonnes). The

How do you get up there? How do you get in?

largest ship today is nearly 500,000 tonnes.

Why do you need a look-out? Imagine what it
must have been like to climb all the way up

3. All Aboard

with no safety rope and sit there on your

13.The Hold

own. Seaman Charles Bonner fell to his
(take care on the deck when wet)

death from here while waving
goodbye as the ship left New

Board the ship and head right towards the helm (steering wheel).

Zealand at the start of the voyage.
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8. Up to the Bridge

Can you work out how the wheel and chain system works?

14 15

The present bridge dates back to the Oceanographic Expedition of

4. Binnacles and Compass

of Discovery.
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No, so the ship was steered by compass.
The compasses are protected by a brass cover.
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1924. In 1901 it was much smaller and there was no steering
wheel. Like the quayside, this is an ideal place to take in the whole

If you stand by the wheel can you see where the ship is headed?

3
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Follow the chains from the wheel to the stern - looking down you
can see the rudder in the water. What is the rudder used for?

On your way up the stairs notice the letterbox shaped cuts in the
wall; these were filled with rock salt to soak up moisture and
preserve the wood.
A ship’s kitchen is called a ‘galley’.Take a good look round - there’s
lots to see here. A happy ship has a good cook - why? What if
you don’t like the food? How do you get fresh water when
you are at sea - or in the Antarctic? What heats the galley
stove and how do you stop pots moving in rough weather?
The cats were “working” cats - what for? Why was the sick
bay next to the galley?

Down another deck into the boiler room. Originally there were
two coal fired boilers. The boilers used up to 6 tons of coal a day.
Once Discovery was frozen in, the engine and boilers were no
longer needed.
Why do you think they would then have to be drained of
water?

would weaken it. The ship needed to be strong to break through

2. Sheep in Pen

(single file is best, holding on to the handrails)

11.The Boiler Room

3.5 metres of the ship which is underwater - remember this for
later!

14.The Galley

The steam engine was made in Dundee by Gourlay Brothers.
Unlike the rest of the ship, the engine you see today is not real!
The original engine was removed during World War II to be made
into armaments.

wide. Roman numerals on her bow measure how much of the ship
is underwater. At most times Xl is just below the water - that's

10.The Engine Room

9.The Chart Room

Why is it important to use a non-magnetic material?
There was also a speaking tube from the bridge to the wheel to

Return to the deck and look into the ship’s chart room below the

provide additional guidance.

bridge. The voyage was plotted from the shelter of this room
where charts and the chronometer were stored.

Now Go Below...
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Moving forward you enter the ship’s hold or store room.
Trading ships would carry their cargo here, but
Discovery carried her food and other necessary
supplies in here. What would it be like
“shopping” for over 40 men to last for up to 3
years? What foods could you take? Remember,
there was no refrigeration. What foods make a
balanced diet? What about vitamins? The men had to
supplement their diet with fresh penguin and seal meat to get
enough vitamin C; this would help prevent scurvy.

15.The Mess Deck
The mess deck today is as it was for the BANZAR Expedition of
1929. On Scott's voyage this was a large open space with
hammocks rather than bunks. Imagine what it would be like
sharing with over 30 people for nearly 3 years. Eating, sleeping,
relaxing - no privacy! How would you pass the time? Most men
kept diaries, as they couldn’t regularly send letters home. For fun
the crew went skiing, played football on the ice, acted and
produced plays and wrote their own newspaper called ‘The South
Polar Times.’

16. Laboratory & Darkroom
The Discovery expedition was for scientific research. This is one of
several laboratories aboard Discovery. Look at the paintings and
sketches on the table. What type of scientist used this
laboratory? What was the darkroom used for? Also note that
the metal fittings are all brass, bronze or other non-ferrous metals
because the magnetic laboratory was near here.

17.The Wardroom
This was home to the officers and scientists. It is worth spending
some time here studying the interiors of the individual cabins and
noting the names on the doors. Compare conditions here with the
mess deck. Why are the tables and chairs fixed to the deck?
How do you get in and out from the table? Why do the doors
slide? Who has the “best” cabin and why? Would you rather
be an officer or a crewman?

